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INTRODUCTION 
The central concept of our works [1-3] incollaboration with Abhyankar is the 
new notion of "approximate roots" of a polynomial. Let f (y )  be a monic 
polynomial of degree n " d over a ring R with d a unit in R. Then the dth approx- 
imate root o f f (y )  is defined to be the unique monic polynomial g(y) of degree 
n such that degree ( f (y )  - -g(y)a) < n(d -  1) (cf. [2, §6]). The following 
equivalent definition may clarify the use of the term "approximate root." 
DEFINITION. Let 0 = y-1 and R[y] C R((O)). Then the dth root of f (y )  
exists in R((O)) and let it be 0 -~ + alO -'~+l + ". + a n + a_ lO  -~ " "  . Then the 
dth approximate root da is defined to be y~ + aly ~-1 + "-" + an = 0 -n + 
al O-n+~ + "" + a n . In other words, the dth approximate root of f (y )  is the 
principal part plus constant of the dth root o f f (y )  at oo. 
The central theorem proved in [1, 2] (cf. [2, §7]) is the following. 
THEOREM. Let f (y ,  x) be a monic irreducible polynomial in y with coefficients 
in K((x)), where K is an algebraically closed field of char P. Let dr be a charac- 
teristic g.c.d, with p ~ dr. Let gar(y) be the dJh  approximate root of f (y) .  Then 
ordr ga,(y(T), T n) = A~./dr , 
where X = T n, y(T)  is a solution o f f (y )  in K((T)). The meaning of the preceding 
theorem can be illustrated by the following example. 
]~XAMPLE. Let 
f (y )  = y6 _ 6xy5 + 15x~y4 _ (20x z + 2x4)y~ 
+ (15x 4 + 6xS)y 2 -- (bx 5 -k 6x ° -k 9xT)y -k x G 
+ 2x 7 + x s. 
* This work was partially supported by National Science Foundation under 0029-50- 
1395 at Purdue University. 
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Then y = T e + T s + T 9 "'" is a solution and all other solutions are images o 
y under the transformations at(T) ~- w~T where w is a primitive sixth root o 
unity. 
According to our definition, the sixth and the quadratic approximate roots o 
f (y )  aregn(y) = y --  x andg2(x ) = (y --  x) ~ -- x 4, resp. Their roots are 
or  
o r  
y- -  T ~ 
y ~- Ts+ TS+ ... 
T ~ + w2T s + ... 
T n + waT s + ..., respectively. 
Let us view K((T)) as a metric space with the natural topology defined by th 
order valuation, i.e., d(a, b) = 2 -°*a(a-b). Then all six roots o f f (y )  are in th 
2 -s neighborhood of the root of ge(Y) and all six roots of f (y )  are divided int 
three doublets with each doublet in the 2 -9 neighborhood of a root of g2(Y'~ 
From this point of view, the essential property of the approximate roots off()~ 
is that the roots of the approximate roots ga(Y) of f (y)  simultaneously approximat 
the roots o f f (y ) .  Note the important fact that the coefficients of ga(Y) are ii 
the subring generated by the coefficients of f (y) .  In many applications, thi 
fact is significant. 
From the preceding discussion, it is obvious that the concept of approximat 
root should have widespread applications in many different fields of algebr~ 
The mathematics involved in [1, 2] is intrinsic and may be too intrinsic to b 
generalized. However, the final results in [1, 2] can be fullt extended to an 
local domain (R, M) as long as the powers of M define a valuation. Our essenti~ 
tool is the celebrated Newton polygon. Note that a polynomial J (y )  over R i 
generally nonsoivable. The Newton polygon can only yield "partial solutions 
(for related definitions, see Sections 2 and 3). We shall prove 
THEOREM l. Let (R, M) be a local domain such that the powers of M define 
valuation. Let (%, . . ,  as) be a complete system of partial solutions of a morn 
polynomial f (y )  of multiplicities (l I ..... 13. Syppose d)g.c.d(l  I .... , l~) and 
a unit in R. Then at least one of the ai's is a partial solution ofga(y ) of multiplicit 
li/d. Moreover there exists at least one successively dominent ~i and any such 
is a partial solution of ga(y ) of multiplicity ljd. 
A numerical condition--the "coherent condition"-- will be introduced i: 
Section 3. We shall prove 
T~Om~M 2. Let (R, M) be a local domain with the powers of 31 define 
valuation. Let (~1,..., as) be a coherent complete system of partial solutions of 
monic polynomial f (y )  with multiplicities (l 1 ,..., l~). Let d I g.c.d(ll .... , l~). The 
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(al ,.--, ~)  is a coherent system of partial solutions of ga(y ) of multiplicities (ll/d,... ,
l,/,t). 
The preceding theorems can be easily extended to the quotient field of R. 
In fact we have not only extended the main result of [1, 2] from meromorphic 
function fields of one variable to larger classes of local domains and their quotient 
fields but also dropped the restriction of irreducibility of the polynomial equa- 
tions. Furthermore, the proof is only one-third of the length of the original one. 
In Section 6 some applications will be given. 
2. NEWTON POLYGON AND ~RELIMINARIES 
Let (R, M) be a local domain. Let a be the canonical mapping R -~ 
~,i~o @ Mi /Mi+l  ~-- S the associated graded ring. Under our assumption on M, 
S is a domain. We shall pick up a set Ai  of representatives of Mi/Mi+ 1. Elements 
in d i shall be called forms of degree i. For simplicity, let 0 ~ d i Vi • We have 
DEFINITION 1. The apparent degree of any formal sum ~ = ~=0 ~i with 
~i ~ d i ,  in notation app-deg ~, is 3. 
Remark. In the preceding definition o~, could be zero. Let f (y )  be a poly- 
nomial of degree n over R. Recall 
DEFINITION 2. The Newton diagram of f (y )~ ~.=oaiy  n-i is the set 
{(i, V(ai)): i ~- 0,..., n}. The Newton polygon o f f (y )  is the Newton polygon of 
its Newton diagram. 
3 
DEFINITION 3. A formal sum c~ ~ ~i=0 ~i is said to be a partial solution of 
a polynomial h(y) of multiplicity 1 if 
(1) The Newton polygon of h*(y) ~- h(y -/c~) = ~ a~*y q-i has (q - -  l, 
V(a*q_,)) as vertex. 
(2) app-deg a ~ 3 ~ all slopes of the Newton polygon ofh*(y) before the 
vertex (q --  l, V(a*_,)). 
(3) app-deg o~ = 3 is less than all slopes of the Newton polygon of h*(y) 
after the vertex (q --  l, V(a*_z) . 
Note that conditions (2) and (3) uniquely determine the number l. We shall 
be primarily concerned about those a's with multiplicities > 0. 
DEFINITION 4. Let ~ be a partial solution of h(y) with multiplicity l ~ 0. 
Then the next slope in the Newton polygon after the vertex (n --  l, V(a*n_r)) is 
said to be the Newton slope of ~ and the next line in the Newton polygon after 
the vertex (n --  l, V(a*_z) ) is said to be the Newton line of ~. 
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DEFINITION 5. A set  {o~ 1 ,. . . ,  o~s} of partial solutions is said to be a complete 
system of partial solutions of h(y) if 
(1) the multiplicities l i of ai are all positive, 
8 l (2) ~i=1 i ~ deg~ h(y). 
(3) Let ~i = 5Z~=o ~i,J. Then ~i @ ~6=0 =k,~" for all i, k such that 3i ~< 3e 
We shall reformulate some known fact about the Newton polygon for thesak~ 
of reference and clarification. Only sketches of proofs will be provided. Readert 
are referred to [1, 5, 8, 9]. 
THEOREM (Newton polygon). Let c~ i -- ~=o ~i,~ be a partial solution of h(y 
of multiplicity li > O. Let h*(y) = h(y + ~i) = ~a* yg-i. Let the Newton slop, 
of ~i be a/b with (a, b) ~- 1. Then 
(1) Let us assign a/b to be the grade of y and extend a: R --+ S to a: R[y] 
Sly] as a(h*(y)) ~ the leading form of h*(y) ~ Sly]. 
Then a(h*(y)) is of the following form 
a(h*(y)) -~ cr(a*_t) yt q_ .... 
Moreover the above polynomial in Sly] is not a monomial. 
(2) Let us assign c to be the grade of y with app-deg c~ i < c < a/b and exten 
accordingly. Then cr(h*(y)) = a(a*~_~) yZ. 
(3) I f  b -~ 1 and a(ai,a) is a solution of ~(h*(y)) of multiplicity l*, then th 
multiplicity of ~* ~ ai + 0 + "" + 0 + ~i,a as a partial solution of h(y) is If 
(4) The Newton polyton of h(y + ~i) and h(y + ~i*) coincide up to an 
including the vertex (n -- l, V(a*_t)). 
Proof. Let the Newton polygon of h*(y) be as follows. 
I 
I 
I 
/ 
slope =° /~ 
• / /  I 
/ 'S /  I 
(n-t,v(a._,)) 
I 
(o,o) (q,o) 
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To find the grade of any element a~*y q-* in R[y] with the grade o fy  = a/b is 
to find the height of the intersection point of the vertical ine passing through 
(q, 0) and the line passing through (i, V(a*)) with slope = a/b. Conclusions 
(1) and (2) thus follow. Conclusion 4 follows from the fact that any line with 
slope a/b will meet at most one point on the segment of the Newton polygon 
between (0, V(a*o) and (q -  l, V(a*~)). Conclusion 3 then follows from the 
definition of multiplicity. 
THEOREM (Newton polygon for a complete system of partial solutions. Let 
(oq ,..., czs) be a complete system of partial solutions of f (y )  with multiplicities 
(li ,..., Is). Let ~i : ~, ai~ . Suppose a : ~J<8 aid for i : 1, 2,..., s* and c~ 
~J<.<8 c~i.~ for i > s*. Let 
Then: 
(1) 
(2) 
f * (y )  - f (y  + ~) = ~ a'y"- ' .  
8* The multiplicity of a as a partial solution o f f (y )  is l : ~i=1 li 
Let y have a grade 3 + 1 and let a be extended to R[y] accordingly. I f  
3 + 1 ~ app-deg a, then 
s* 
a(f*(y))  = a(a*n_t) ~I (Y -- °'(~i.~+1))/i" 
i=1 
(3) Let y have any grade 3* with 3 < 3* < 3 + 1 and extend ~ accordingly. 
Then 
or(f *(y)) = cr(a*_z) y*. 
3. Two NUMERICAL CONDITIONS ON PARTIAL SOLUTIONS 
Let (a i ,..., as) be a complete system of partial solutions o f f (y )  with multi- 
plicities (l 1 ,..., 18). Suppose d] g.c.d(l 1.... , l~) and a i = ~ ccij. 
DEFINITION 6. Let 3 ~ 3 i = app-deg ai . Let a8 = ~]~=0 ~iJ and f (y )  = 
ga(y) a + h(y). Let the multiplicity of c~ as a partial solution o f f (y )  (resp., h(y)) 
be l, (resp., l~). Then c~ is a dominant partial solution iff l~ < (l~/d)(d -- 1). 
Moreover a i is said to be a successively dominant partial solution from 3" on if 
a~ is a dominant partial solution for all 3 ~ 3*. In the case 3" = 0, ai is simply 
called a successively dominant solution. 
DEFINITION 7. Let us use the notations of the preceding definition. The 
~-~8~--1 
increment, Ai, of a i = ~=o l~. 
481/65/2-7 
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DEFINITION 8. Let N, be the Newton slope of a, .  A complete system c 
partial solutions (a, ,..., a~) is said to be coherent iff there exists 3* and ~ such th~ 
(1) a, ~< a* < N, ,  
(2) A, -/- l,(3" --  3,) ---- A Vi = 1,..., s. 
Definition 8 can be illustrated by the following Newton polygon. 
I 
slope= Ni 
51°PET/// 
~ (n-t,V(o~.tO) 
(0,0) (n,o) 
The coherent condition demands that the commen intersection of the shade 
segments for various i is nonempty. 
4. MAIN THEOREMS 
Let (al .... , ~)  be a system of partial solutions of a monic polynomialf(y) wil 
multiplicities (l 1 ,..., ls). Let d be a factor of g.c.d(l 1,..., l~) andf (y )  ----- ga(y) a- 
h(y). We shall prove 
LEMMA 1. Let c~ = 3~<,8 ~iJ for some fixed i. Let its multiplicity as a parti 
solution of f (y)  (resp., h(y)) be l (resp., l') with: 
(1) l' < (l/d)(d-- 1). 
(2) All points of the Newton diagram of h*(y) : h(y -t- a) lie above 
Newton lines of the Newton polygon of f * (y ) : f (y  + a) before the vert, 
(n -- l, V(a*n_~)). 
(3) All points of the Newton diagram of h*(y) lie above the line with slope : 
app-deg ~ and passing through (n -- l, V(a*~_z)). Then all points of the Newt, 
diagram of h*(y) lie above the line with slope [3 passing through (n -- l, V(a*~ 
where [3 is any number satisfying 
(1) /3 ~ app-deg ~ + 1 if app-deg ~ -< app-deg ~i, 
(2) [3 < Newton slope of ~ if app-deg ~ = app-deg ~i. 
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Proof. According to our assumptions, the Newton polygons of f *(y) and 
g*(y)d = ga(Y + ~)a match up to the vertex (n -- l, V(a*_z) . Let h*(y) = 
~, biy q-i. Let us consider the line with the smallest slope 7 passing through 
(n  - -  l, V(a*~_t)) and a vertex (q --  j, V(bq_~)) of the Newton polygon of h*(y) 
with j ~ I. Suppose that either 7 ~ app-deg ~ + 1 if app-deg ~ < app-deg ai 
or 7 < Newton slope of ~ in the case app-deg c¢ ~-app deg %. We shall 
deduce a contradiction. 
Note that 7 ~ app-deg ~. Since the slopes of Newton lines of the Newton 
polygon of h*(y) are less than or equal to app-deg ~, hence strictly less than 7 
before reaching the vertex (q -- l', V(bq_~.)), then the vertex (q -- j, V(bq_j)) which 
determines the line with slope 7 must withj ~ l'. 
Clearly there is no point of the Newton diagram of g.(y)a below the line 
passing through (n -- l, V(a*z)) with slope 7. Otherwise there will be at least 
one point of the Newton diagram of f * (y )  below such a line. Thus it is a contra- 
diction to our assumption about 9'. 
Lety have grade ~ and let a be extended naturally. Then we have a(f*(y))  
a(g*(y))a -k a(h*(y)). Since all three terms in the above equation have the same 
grade, we know 
~r(f*(y)) = cr(a*_~)F(y) a, 
with 
~(g~(y))a _G(y)a ,  
cr(h*(y)) = H(y)  
degF(y )=~d,  
degG(y)=q~ 
degH(y) =j~l '  <(qd) (d - -1 ) .  
After dividing the equation by a(a*_z) and considering the equation for S(0)[y ]
we conclude F(y)  a = G(y) a • a(a*_~) -1, H(y)  = 0 by the uniqueness of the 
dth approximate root. Contradiction. 
Using the preceding lemma, we shall establish 
PROPOSITION 1. Let us use the notations of the preceding [emma. Let a : 
~,j<~ c~ij for i = 1,..., s* and ~ :/: ~.j<~ ~ij for i > s*. Suppose conditions (1), (2), 
and (3) of the lemma are fulfilled. Then 
(1) Let ai be any successively dominant partial solution from 3 on with 
1 <~ i ~s* .  Then c~ i is apartialsolution ofga(y) with mulyiplicity li[d. Moreover, 
the Newton slopes of ~i as partial solution of ga(Y) ~ the Newton slope of ~i as 
partial solution o f f (y ) .  
(2) Among ~i, i = 1 .... , s*, there is at least one successively dominant 
partial solution. 
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Proof. If  app-deg c~-  app deg ~i, then we may stop according to th, 
preceding lemma.Let us assume that app-deg ~ < app-deg c,~. Then we mw 
choose the/3 in the preceding lemma to be app-deg ~ + 1. Let the multiplicit: 
of o~ ~- ai.6+~ as a partial solution of h(y) be l~. Note that ~ -[- ai,~+t may not b 
all distinct. We may rearrange the indices so that 
(% -~- 0~1,,6+1 = o~ -~ 0~2,~+ 1 = " "  = o t t ,~+ 1 ~ 0~t+l ,8+ 1 = ~r ,8+l  ~ " "  • 
Then 
l~ + l '  "'" and ' t+l -+- /~+1 -}- ~ l' 
t 
i=1  i=t+l  
Furthermore, ~=x li is the multiplicity of a ~ aa.~+l as a partial solution o f f (y '  
It follows from the assumption l' < (l/d)(d -- 1) that at least one of a + ai ~+1 
say ~ + aa,~+x, is with the property that 1 x < (Zx=I l~/d)(d -- 1). Let us replac 
by ~ + a~,~+a • It is trivial to check that conditions (1), (2), and (3) of ou 
lemma are satisfied again. By induction, our proposition has been establishec 
Now we shall prove Theorems 1 and 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. First, we shall prove that no point of the Newto: 
diagram of h(y) lies on the horizontal axis. Otherwise, let y have grade 0 an 
extend a naturally to R[y]. Then a( f (y ) )  = a(ga(y))a+ a(h(y)). Howevel 
a( f (y ) )  is of dth power. It follows from the uniqueness of the dth approximat 
root of ~(f (y ) )  that a(h(y)) = 0. A contradiction. Let (~1,0 ,.--, ~,0) be a repre 
sentative of (~1 0 ..... ~ o)- Let the multiplicity of ai o be l i (resp. l~) as a parti~ 
• ' , ~ ' 
solution of f (y )  (resp. h(y)). Then ~]l=X l~ = l, and ~l=X li ~ deg~ h(y) < 
(l/d)(d --  1). Hence there is at least one i with l" < (li/d)(d -- 1). Let a = ai 
with the above inequality satisfied. We have proved that conditions (1), (2), an 
(3) of our lemma are satisfied for ~. Our theorem follows from our propositior 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let a~i)= ~]~<~ aiJ for 3 ~ app-deg ~i = 3 i .  L~ 
ai.~ be with multiplicity li,, (resp., l~,~) as a partial solution o f f (y )  (resp. h(y)  
Suppose our theorem is false. Then there must exist i and 8 such that in th 
Newton diagram of h*(y) = h(y + ai,~) there is at least one point that lie 
below or on the line passing through the point (n -- li,~, V(a*_h.~)) of th 
Newton polygon of f *(y) - - f (y  + ai,~) with slope fii.~ where 
/3i. ~ = 3 + 1 if 3 < 3i, = 3* if 3 ~- ~i"  
Let us fix i and choose the smallest 3 for 3 i such that the preceding condition 
are fulfilled. We shall establish that 1~,~  (li.dd)(d -- 1). 
Let us assume that 3 = 0. Then it follows the proof of Theorem 1 th~ 
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conditions (2) and (3) of our lemma are fulfilled. Since the conclusion of our 
lemma is not satisfied, then we see that condition (2) is violated. In other words, 
l;.e ~ ( l~ Jd ) (d -  1). 
Let us handle the case 3 > 0. We may consider (i) Let f (y  + (i) ~6--1" O~6--11 = 
aiy ~-i. By our assumption 3, we know that all points of the Newton diagram 
of h(y + c~(si)_,) ~- ~ biy q-i lie above the line L passing through the vertex 
(n -  li.~_,), V(a,_,~_l) with slope 3 -  1 + 1 = 3. Note that the vertex 
(n -- li.~) , V(a*_q ~_~) lies on the same line L. To show that condition (3) of our 
lemma is satisfied for ~ = c~a (i) is to show that all points of the Newton dia- 
gram of bi(y + ai.,) q-1 lies above the line L as long as the point (i, V(bi) ) lies 
above the line L. In fact, all points of the Newton diagram of bi(y + c~i,~) q-i 
lie on the line L'  passing through (i, V(bi) ) with slope 3. Thus condition (3) 
of our lemma is satisfied for o~ = ~) .  
Let us prove by induction that condition (2) of our lemma is satisfied by 
(i) V3* ~ 3. Condition (2) is void for 3* = 0. Let us assume 3* < 3 and prove ~6" 
it for 3* + 1. Essentially, we repeat he argument in the preceding paragraph. 
Essentially, we repeat the argument in the preceding paragraph. Let f (y  + 
(i)~ i o~,j = Z ciyn- i , f (Y + _(i) , =6"+11 = ~ diy "-i, and h(y + %.) = ~ Piyq-q By our 
assumption on 6, all points of the form (i, V(Pi)) lie above all Newton lines before 
the vertex (n -- li.~., V(c,_~,~.)) and above the line L* passing through it with 
slope 3*+ 1. The vertex (n - / i .~*+1,  V(d~_z~,~.+l)) lies on the line L*. I f  
(n -  li.~*+1, V(d,~-h,~*+~))----(n- li,,. , V(cn_ti.~,) , then we have nothing to 
prove. Otherwise L* is the only added Newton line. We have only to show that 
all points of the Newton diagram of Pi(Y + c%~*+1) q-i lie on the line passing 
through (i, V(Pi)) with slope 3* + l. This is evident. 
(i) and the conclusion is not Since conditions (2) and (3) are satisfied for a = a~ 
satisfied then we conclude condition (1) is violated, i.e., l~,~ ~ ( l i ,dd)(d-  1). 
Let 3' be the smallest integer ) --1 such that l~,~ ~ (li,~./d)(d- 1)V3'< 
3*43 .  
Suppose 3' = --1. Then it follows from Theorem 1 that there is at least one 
successively dominant partial solution, say cq. Suppose 3' ) 0. Then l (i) 
(l i,8,/d)(d- 1). Let a ~ a~,(i)- Then the requirements of our proposition are 
satisfied. It follows that there is at least one partial solution, say cq, which is a 
successively dominant one from 3' on. The partial solution oL 1 is thus determined 
according to 3' ~ --1 or ~ 0. 
Let us compare the data association with c~1 and ai • From the coherent con- 
dition, we have 
81--1 ~i--I 
Z 11., + 11(a * - a0 = a = E 1,.j + l i(af - a,). (1/ 
6=0 6=0 
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• ! t • Note that %, = a8 *, l~,j = l~.5, and l~,8 = 1~,8 Vj ~< 8'. So we get a new equatio, 
81--1 6i--1 
E l~.~ + l~(8~* - -  8~) = it* : E 11.5 -~ l,(82 - -  8,). (2 
5>8' 5>8" 
Let h(y) . . . .  + p~ya-~ + ..., with (k, V(Pk)) the first among lowest point 
in the Newton polygon of h(y). We shall compute the second coordinate of th 
vertex (q --/1,81 , A) (resp., (q --  I~8)) of h(y & a) (resp., h(y -k ai,~)). It i 
routine to see that A = V(P~) -k ~- i  i li d - -  81/1,ol(resp-, A = g(vk)  -~ 
y~- i  l' 
~=i  i ,5 - 8 /~,~) .  
Let us assign the grade 8* to y. Then the grade of h(y + al) = g(Pk) 
~-~f 1-1 l '  ' * ~-~8i--I 
8=0 1,8 ~-  1161(81 - -  81) and the grade o f f (y  ~- OL1) = 1-.~8=0 ILJ -b /1(81 ~< - -  8' 
So we have 
31--1 8i--I 
V(ek) ~[- E /1,8 -U /181(~1 - -  U) > E /1., @ /1(~? - -  ~1)" (2 
8=0 8=0 
Note that li = I1,81. Using the fact lid < ( l l Jd ) (d -  1) Vj > 8', we dedu( 
8' 8' /81--i \ 
U(Pk) -~ E l;,5 -- 2 ll,, > ( l /d )  ( >~6 ll~j -~ /1(8; - -  81)) = a*/d. (: 
5=0 5=0 5> ' 
Since ll. 5 = l i5  and l[,~. = l[, 5 Vj ~< 8', we have 
8' 6' 
V(P~) + 2 l ; ,5-  2 11.5 > h*/d. (, 
5=0 5=0 
We shall divide our argument into two cases, $ < 82 and 8 = 8~. In the ca~ 
8 < 8i, let us assign the grade ($ + 1) to y. Then the grade of h(y + oq,6) : 
6 V(Pe) ~- 2J=o li,5 and the grade o f f (y )  = ~=o l~,j. So we have 
8 6 
V(Pt) + Z l;,5 <~ Z 1,j. ( 
j=0 5=0 
Using the fact that l~, 5 >/ (liSd)(d -- 1) Vs > 8'. We deduce 
8" 6' 8 
(P~) + Z l;.5 -- Z li.j < (l/d) Z l¢,, < A*/d. ( 
5=0 j=o 5>~' 
Note that Eq. (6) contradicts Eq. (4). 
Let us consider the remaining case, i.e., 8 = 82. Let us assign the grade i 
6-1 , to y. Then the grade of h(y + o~i) = V(Pk) + ~'=0 1~,¢ + I i(8/-- 8i) and t 
(}--I , 
grade o f f (y  + ai) = ~5~o 12,5 T 12(8i -- 82). So we have 
8--i 8--1 
V(Pe) Jr E l~,j 4- 1~(8" -- 82) ~ ~ 125 -~ 12(8" - -  ~ i ) .  ( 
5=0 j=0 
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Using the fact that l~,~ >/(li.¢/d)(d - -  1) Vj > 3', we deduce 
6' 8" e~:-.1 ] 
V(Pk) 4- E l:.~ --  Z li,j <~ (l/d) [j~=o l,j + li(~: - -  ~i)J  = )t*/d.  
5=0 5=0 
Note that Eq. (8) contradicts Eq. (4). 
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(8) 
Q.E.D. 
5. THE QUOTIENT FIELDS 
Thus far, we only considered partial solutions as formal sums of forms. To 
extend our results to the quotient field K of R, we have to consider formal sums 
of forms with denominators. Let a ~ R and a a formal sum of forms. Let V(a) = 
m and app-deg a = 3. Then there is a unique formal sum of forms 13 such that 
V(fl --  a~) > m 4- 3. We have 
PROPOSITION 2. Let f (y )  =eoy"  + ely ~-1 + "'" + e n be an element in R[y] 
with e o ~ O. Let f * (ay)  = anf(y)  with a v~ 0 c R. I f  a formal sum a is a partial 
solution of f (y )  of multiplicity I, then the formal sun fl = aa rood M ~n+~+l is a 
partial solution of f *(y) of multiplicity l. 
Proof. Let us change y to y - /a .  Let f * (a (y  + a)) = anf (y  + ~). Then 
we have to compare the Newton diagram of f (y  + o~) and f * (y  + aa). Let 
f (y  + ~) = cloy ~ + "" + diy ~-' + "" + d~ and f * (y  + aa) = coy n @ "" + 
ciy n-~ 4- "" + c,,. Then ci = aidi • 
Note that ciy n-i corresponds to (i, V(ci)) = (i, V(di) 4- iV(a)). It means that 
one gets the Newton diagram of f * (y  + a~) from the Newton diagram of 
f (y  4- ~) by a linear transformation (a, b) ~ (a, b + ac) where c = V(a). 
Hence the Newton polygon o f f * (y  + a~) is obtained from the Newton polygon 
o f f (y  4- a) by the same linear transformation (a, b) --+ (a, b 4- ac). Let dijy n-iS 
j = 1,... be the points on a Newton line of the polygon of f (y  + a). Then 
city '*-i5 j = 1,... will be the points on the corresponding Newton line of the 
polygon o f f * (y  + a~). Then the two corresponding equations will be 
~(dq) y" -q  + "-" + e(ah)y,- i ,  _? . . . .  0 
and 
i 1 n - - i  I • . a(difl ) y 4- "" 4- (r(diy')  y"-~' 4- "'" = O. 
Clearly if a(7, ) is a root of the first equation with multiplicity l', then a(a~) is a 
root of the second equation of multiplicity l'. 
It follows from our assumption that (n --  l, V(d,_~)) is a vertex of the Newton 
polygon o f f (y  4- ~). Then (n --  l, V(%_~)) is a vertex of the Newton polygon 
of f * (y  4- aa). Moreover, all slopes before (n --  l, V(d~_,)) are less than or 
equal to 3. Thus all slopes before (n --  l, V(c,~_z)) are less than or equal to ~ 4- m 
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in the second Newton polygon. We conclude the unique formal sum fi = aa 
rood M ~+~+1 is a partial solution of f *(y) of multiplicity I. Q.E.D. 
Let f (y )  = yn4-  elyn-X4- . . .4-  e~ be a monic polynomial over k. Let a 
be common denominator of ei's in R and f*(ay) = anf(y). We have 
DEFINITION 9. Let a be a partial solution of f *(y) of multiplicity 1. Then 
o~/a is a partial solution o f f (y )  of multiplicity 1. 
Note that the common denominator a is not unique. However, Proposition 2
states that if we change a to ac, then a will be changed to ac and o~/a ~ ow/ac. 
Hence Definition 9 is independent of the multiplier a. 
In general, we shall assume that A m ~ a with m ~ V(a). Then we have 
DEFINITION 10. The apparent degree, in notation add-deg o~/a, of ~/a is 
app-deg a - -  V(a). 
LEMMA 2. Suppose d 1 n and d are a unit ib R. Let f*(a, y) ~ anf(y)with 
n = degf,  ga and g*a be the dth approximate roots o f f  and f * ,  respectively. Then 
a~ga(y) = g*(ay) where m = n/d. 
Proof. We have a~f(y) = f*(ay). Hence it follows from the uniqueness of 
the dth approximate root that 
ga(Y) = a-~g*(aY)" Q.E.D. 
The preceding lemma shows that the two operations of taking the dth approx- 
imate root and of multiplying partial solutions by a common constant acommute. 
Hence it is trivial to prove. 
THEOREM 3. Let (R, M) be a local domain such that the powers of M define a 
valuation. Let K be the quotient field of R. Let f (y )  ~ yn + elyn-1 + ... 4- e, 
be a monic polynomial over K. Let (~l/a,..., aJal) be a complete system of partial 
solutions of f (y )  of multiplicities (l a ,..., ls). Suppose d[ g.c.d(l~ .... , l~) with d 
a unit in K. Then at least one of the ~i/a's is a partial solution ofgg(y) of multi- 
plicity li/d. Moreover, there exists at least one successively dominant ~i/a and any 
such ~i/a is a partial solution of ga(y) of multiplicity li/d, 
THEOREM 4. Let (R, M)  be a local domain with the powers of M defining 
a valuation. Let (~l/a,..., ~s/a) be a coherent complete system of partial solutions 
of a monic polynomial f (y) ~ K[y] with multiplicities (l1 ,..., ls).Let d[ g.c.d(l 1..... l~) 
with d a unit in K. Then (~1/al .... , ~s/al) is a coherent system of partial solutions 
of ga(y) of multiplicities (Ix/d, .... ls/d). 
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6. SOME APPLICATIONS 
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Let f (y ,  x) be a 
monic polynomial of degree n in y with coefficients in k((x)) such that f (y ,  x) is 
irreducible in k((x))[y] where n is not divisible by p. I f  we let x = T ~, then 
according to Newton's theorem on Puiseux expansion, there exists y(T) ~ k((T)) 
such that f (y (T) ,  T n) = 0. Let y(T)= ~i<~laiTi and the characteristic 
sequence be [miq z ,..., qh] (for definitions cf. [1, 6]). Let d~+ 1 = g.c.d(n, m x ,..., q~) 
x~<~+~ a T i Then  the following propo- and m s = m i + ~-~i=2 qi .  Let yr(T) = ~i= l  i • 
sition is self-evident. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let w be a primitive nth root of 1 in k. Then y,(w~T), j = 
1,..., n/dr form a complete system of partial solutions with multiplicity dr each. 
It  follows from Proposition 3 and Theorem 3 that 
PROPOSITION 4. Let ga~(Y, x) be the d~th approxilnate root o f f (y ,  x). Then 
yr(wJT) is a partial solution of ga~(y, x) of multiplicity 1for some j. 
I t  follows from Hensel 's lemma that a tail part can be added to y~.(wJT), let the 
result be z*(T), to form a root of ga~(Y, x). Let T a, = ~-. Then  z*(T) e k((T)) 
and the characteristic sequence of z(z) = [mddr; qddr,..., qr/dr] = [m[, q'~ ,..., 
qr-~]- Thus  ga~(Y, x) is irreducible over k((x)) with n/c~ roots z(o/~z) j = 1 ..... 
n/dr. Note that z(o/~J) = z(o)arJT ar) = z((c#T) a~) = z*(c#T). Hence we con- 
clude: 
PROPOSITION 5. The set {yr(wJT) = j  = 1,..., n/dr} is a complete system of 
partial solutions of ga~(y, x) with multiplicity 1 each. 
Now we can reestablish one of the main results in [2] as stated in our introduc- 
tion. 
J d THEOREM 5. Let Aj=mln-~-~~4=2q i i .  We have OrdTgar(y(T),Tn)= 
arldr . 
lln\a~ Proof. Since gar(Yl Tn) = x 15=1 (Y -- z(warJTar)) • Then it suffices to com- 
pute ord(y(T)  - -  z(~oaraTag) for j = 1,..., n/dr. 
Clearly there are (n/dr -- d~/dr)j's such that o rd(y (e )  - -  z(w%Ta,)) = ml.  
In  general, there are (ds/C -- ds+l/dr) y's such that ord(y(T)  - -  z(w~a~Ta~)) = ms 
where s < r and there is one j  such that ord(y(T)  - -  z(wJa~Ta,')) = mr. Hence, 
ord(g ,~(y(T ) ,  T" ) )  = m,(n/dr  - -  G/dr )  + mMJdr  - G/dr)  + ' + ms(C/dr  - -  
ds+l/dr) -1- mr(dr~C) = (1/dr)[mln + (m2 -- ml) d2 -j- (m 3 - -  m2) d3 + ... + 
(m~ - -  mr_l) dr] = (1/dr)[mln + ~nn qidi] = A~/d~. Q.E.D. 
Let us consider a monic polynomial f (y )eQ[y] .  Let us assume f (y )  is 
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irreducible over Q~[y] where Q~ is the p-adic number fields. Furthermore, let 
us assume f (y )  is totally ramified over Q~ and p ,P n ~- degf(y).  Then we have 
THEOREM 6. Suppose 0 = ~i -% ai ~ri is a root of f (y )  where zr ~ = p. Le~ 
supp 0 = (i: a, v L 0}. Let mh be defined as i E supp 0 with g.c.d.{i < mh: i e 
supp 0} @ 0 and g.e.d.{i ~ mh: i ~ supp 0} = 1. Let d ~ ~- g.c.d.{i < mh}. The~ 
gab(y ) is irreducible and has a root ¢ such that V~(O -- ¢) = mh/n. Moreover, lel 
G(y) be any irreducible monic polynomial in Q~[y] with degree < n. Let ~ be an 3 
root of G(y). Then V~(O -- ¢) ~ mh/n. 
Proof. The proof of the first part follows the same line as in our proof o 
Theorem 5. For the second part, let us suppose V~(O --  ¢) > mh/n. Then ~b = 
~h ~i~,~ ai w~ + higher terms. Hence if we apply Newton polygon method to solw 
the equation G(y) : 0 over 0~ we get n distinct partial solution ~i_mi ai(w jzr) 
where ~o is a primitive nth root and 0~ is an unramified closure of Q~. Thu 
G(y) has at least n distinct solutions. Contradiction. 
The above theorem shows that under the said restrictions, the best approxima 
tion with respect o a p-adic valuation of an algebraic number 0 by an algebrai 
number ¢ of smaller degree is achieved by roots of the dth approximate roc 
of the defining equationf(y)  of 0. For related topics, readers are referred to [10[ 
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